
VAT & Exchange rates

Category Choices
Title VAT & Exchange rates - BTW & Wisselkoersen - BTW & Wikselkoersen

Objective With this activity, pupils learn about VAT, currency and exchange rates through guessing 
games in a trilingual manner

Target group First grades of secondary school
Subject Content subject: Economy
Duration 3 lessons

Link to curriculum Linguistics  
Theme: VAT & exchange rates

Languages Frisian, Dutch, English

Link to FREPA Knowledge about differences in languages (vocabulary and structure) 
Language learning strategies

Skills Listening, reading, speaking 
Theoretical support Translanguaging, CLIL

Activity description

Lesson 1
Step 1 (5 minutes)
The teacher asks what the pupils already know about VAT. What words and sentences 
do they think about? A mind map is drawn on the board.

Step 2 (15 minutes):
The teacher explains about VAT, using the first part of the PowerPoint presentation 
“VAT & Exchange rates”. The presentation is bilingual (Dutch/Frisian), the teacher picks 
the language of use. 

Step 3 (15 minutes):
The game with the VAT-cards is played (see Worksheet 2 “VAT & Exchange rates”, first 
part). A pupil comes in front of the class and picks one card from the bowl with all the 
cards. He describes the product that is on it in Frisian. If this is too difficult, he can use 
single words instead of sentences and act it out. The other pupils have to guess the 
product and how much % VAT is on it. 

Step 4 (10 minutes):
The pupils start the calculation assignment (see Worksheet 1 “VAT & Exchange rate”) 
and make the questions they can’t finish at home as homework.



Category Choices

Activity description 

Lesson 2
Step 5 (5 minutes):
The lesson has a similar format to lesson 1, but now the topic is currency and exchange 
rates and Dutch is combined with English. First, the teacher asks what the pupils know 
about the British pound (for example the symbol £, the pictures on it, whether it’s worth 
more or less than the euro) and makes a mind-map on the board. That way, the pupils 
get used to the English context. 

Step 6 (15 minutes):
The teacher explains about currency and exchange rates, using the second part of 
the PowerPoint presentation “VAT & Exchange rates”. This part of the presentation is 
bilingual English/Dutch, the teacher picks the language of use. 

Step 7 (15 minutes):
The game with the currency-cards is played (see Worksheet 2 “VAT & Exchange rates”, 
part 2). A pupil comes in front of the class and picks one card from the bowl with all 
the cards. He describes the country that is on it in English. If this is too difficult, he can 
use single words instead of sentences and act it out. The other pupils have to guess the 
country and which currency this has.  

Step 8 (10 minutes):
The teacher wraps up the lesson, asks what the pupils have learned and explains about 
the Game of Goose that the pupils will make in the next lesson. 

Lesson 3: 
Step 9 (10 minutes):
The teacher summarizes the contents of the previous 2 lessons (see third part of 
PowerPoint presentation “VAT & Exchange rates”) and explains the Game of goose (see 
PowerPoint presentation “VAT & Exchange rates”)

Step 10 (15 minutes):
The pupils play the Game of Goose with the elements that are mentioned in the 
Presentation.

Step 11(20 minutes):
The pupils play the game.

Materials

•  Presentation “VAT & exchange rates”
•  Worksheet 1 - “VAT & exchange rates”
•  Worksheet 2 - “VAT & exchange rates”
•  Paper
•  Markers or pencils

VAT & Exchange rates

http://holi-frysk.nl/lesmateriaal/bijlages/19_HF_Les_BTW_%26_Wisselkoersen_Presentatie_NL_FY_EN.pptx


Worksheet 1 - VAT & Exchange rates

Assignment lesson 1: Calculation with VAT

Formula sheet:
Formula price including VAT: Product price
   ----------------- x (100 + VAT-value)% = Product price including VAT
   100

Formula price excluding VAT: Product prince incl. VAT
   -------------------------------- x 100% = Product price excluding VAT
   (100+VAT-value)

VAT:  Product price including VAT - Product Price excluding VAT = VAT 

Assignments
Bert has a company that sells beach chairs. The price of his chair is €50 excluding VAT. The VAT-value on beach 
chairs is 21%.
1.  Calculate the price including VAT.
2.  How much euro VAT was added to the price? 

Bert’s chairs sell so well that he expands his production, so that he can make more chairs. The price of his chairs 
is lowered to €38,99 excluding VAT.
3.  Calculate the price including VAT.
4.  How much euro VAT do you have to pay if you buy 12 beach chairs?

Peter wants to travel from Leeuwarden to Maastricht by train. The journey costs €26,50 including VAT. The VAT-
value for public transport is 9%.
5.  Calculate the price of the journey excluding VAT. 

Peter enjoys Maastricht a lot and books a hotel for 2 nights. The hotel price is  €104 per night including VAT. 
The VAT-value for hotel nights is 9%. 
6.  How much euro VAT does he have to pay for 2 nights? 

After Peter has been in Maastricht for two days, he has to go home. But first he wants to visit Amsterdam. He 
takes the train from Maastricht to Amsterdam and then from Amsterdam to Leeuwarden.
7.  Look up on 9292.nl the price of a train journey from Maastricht to Leeuwarden via Amsterdam Central. How 

much does Peter has to pay for the journey? 

The costs of this journey are calculated including 9% VAT.
8.  Calculate the price of the journey excluding VAT.

In Amsterdam, Peter sees a beach chair made by Bert, with a price of €60 excluding VAT. The VAT-value is 21%.
9.  Calculate the price of the beach chair including VAT.



Worksheet 1 - VAT & Exchange rates (Answer sheet)

1. €60,50 (50/100) x 121% = 60,50

2. €10,50 60,50-50=10,50

3. €47,18 (47,1779) (38,99/100) x 121% = 47,18

4. €98,25 (98,2548) 47,18-38,99=8,1879.. 8,1879 x 12 = 98,25

5. €24,31 (24,3119…) (26,50/109) x 100% = 24,31

6. €17,17 (17,1743…) (104/109) x 100% = 95,41 104-95,41=8,587… x 2 = 17,17

7. On 19-5-2020 the price was €27

8. €24,77 (24.7706...) (27/109) x 100% = 24,77

9. €72,60 (60/100) x 121% = 72,60



Worksheet 2 - VAT & Exchange rates (1)

BTW cards (lesson 1)

Wine
21% 

Jeans
9%

Skateboard
21%

Notebook
21%

Dices
21%

Shoes 
9%

Laptop
21%

Ring
21%

Passholder 
bought on 
aliexpress

0%

Hairdresser
9%

Coffeemug
21%

Pen
21%

Happysocks
9%

Bra
9%

Hearing aids
9%

Sunglasses 
21%

Flixbus to 
Germany

0%

Scooter
21%

Getting bike fixed
9%

Smartphone
21%

Board game
21%

Potatoes sold to 
France

0%

Milk
9%

Chocolate bar
9%

Crips
9%

Plant
21%

Frying pan
21%

Fristi
9% Placemat 21% Plane ticket

21%

Currency cards (lesson 2)

Netherlands
Euro 

Germany
Euro

France
Euro

Denmark
Danish Krone

Switzerland
Swiss Franc

Curaçao
Guilder

Canada
Dollar

Bulgaria
Lev

South-Africa
Rand

Romania 
Leu

Dominican 
Republic

Peso

Egypt
Pound India

Rupee
North-Korea

Won

Albania 
Lek

Australia
Australian 

dollar

Noorwegen
Norse Krone

Sweden
Swedish Krone

England
Pound

Russia
Ruble



Worksheet 2 - VAT & Exchange rates (2)

1. What percentages of VAT(BTW) are there? Answer: 0%, 9%, 21% 

2. Which VAT(BTW) percentage is applied on the sale 
of shoes? Answer: 9% 

3. You already know the meaning of VAT (BTW) in 
Dutch, what is it? Answer: Belasting Toegevoegde Waarde 

4. To whom does the payed VAT(BTW) go? Answer: The government, Taxauthority

5. Do you pay VAT(BTW) if you buy something of 
‘marktplaats’? Answer: yes 

6. What is a different word for VAT(BTW) in Dutch? Answer: Omzetbelasting 

7. Calculate how much VAT(BTW) you pay over a jacket 
worth €199,95? Answer: 199,95/121X21 = €34,70 

8. Why do a lot of European countries use the euro?
Answer: Thanks to the euro, it’s a lot easier to compare 
prices throughout europe. Also, when you travel through 
europe it’s no longer neccesary to exchange currency.

9. How much VAT(BTW) is on medicine? Answer: 9% 

10.
You have to pay VAT(BTW) to the taxautorities. 
Dit you get to many VAT(BTW) or spend to many 
VAT(BTW)?

Answer: You got to many 

11. You are doing bussiness abroad. How does the 
VAT(BTW) work? Answer: 0%, rate, because you are importing/exporting

12. When do you have to pay your VAT(BTW) after you 
declaration, over the first quarter?

Answer: Before the end of April, the taxoffice needs to 
have received the money

13. Calculate how much VAT(BTW) you need to pay for 
a bottle of water. Answer: 0,90/109*9= €0,07

14.
You have €4135,- and you want to exchange this to 
American Dollars? 
The exchange rate is €1,- is $1,0874

Answer: 4135X1,0874 = $ 4496,40

15.
You have 200.000 Danish crowns and you want to 
exchange this to Euros 
The exchange rate is: €1,-is 7,4553 Danish Crowns

Answer: 20.000/7,4553= €2682,66

16.
You have €2000 and you want to exchange this to 
the Swiss Franc. 
The exchange rate is: 1 Swiss Franc is €0,9504.

Answer: 2000/0,9504 = 2104,38 Swiss Franc

17. Calculate how much VAT(BTW) you pay over a music 
box of €135,56. Answer: 135,56/121*21 = €23,53

18. How much VAT(BTW) is there on a flower 
arrangement? Answer: 21%

19. Why do many European countries choose to not be 
part of the Euro, but to keep their own valuta?

Answer: Their own valuta is more valuable or they don’t 
want to be a part of all the rules and they want to be 
able to financially whatever they want.

20. Right or wrong: Saletax is not the same as VAT(BTW) Answer: Wrong, it is the same


